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Apply to write for The Pamphlette!  The Pamphlette, Reed’s weekly humor broadsheet, is 
looking for new, better looking writers.  If  you think you have what it takes to produce 
humorous articles, cutting satire, and up-to-date weather reports for the greater Omaha 
area, send a humorous writing sample of  250-500 words to Pamphlette@lists.reed.
edu.  Write about whatever you want, but please no pieces about The Pamphlette itself  
or any of  its writers because those pieces make us giggly and self-conscious and unable 
to accurately assess your comedic talents.  If  you don’t know what to write about try 
writing about dogs or Rigoberta Menchu or what makes a chair comfortable or not.

APPLY TO WRITE FOR 

To: The Reed Community
From: Colin S. Diver
Re: centennial celebration

Dear student body, this Saturday marks Reed College’s centennial 
anniversary celebration.  This occasion will mark the return to campus 
of  two very important groups of  alumni: alumni with money that can be 
turned into everything from performing arts centers to financial aid, but 
most importantly performing arts centers, and alumni who never found 
meaning in their lives after Reed and return to campus frequently to teach 
Paideia classes, do drugs, and hit on freshmen.  These two groups are both 
vital to the future of  the college, so be on your best behavior.

The wealthy alumni can be recognized by their brand-new Priuses, their 
Whole Foods bags, and the fact that Colin Diver will sprint a hundred 
yards to open a door for them.  These wealthy alumni are hoping to see 
your shiny, happy faces putting their donations to good use by learning 
in cooperative environments, winning fellowships, and posing for admissions office 
photo ops with your diverse group of  friends.  It would also be helpful if  you could be 
overheard saying things to your friends like “I’m really excited about the plasma-screen 
TVs they are putting in the new performing arts center” and “If  I saw a donor’s name 
on a chair in the new performing arts center I would totally respect that person” and “I 
sure hope that biracial bisexual honors student with perfect SATS, two US patents, a short 
story published in The New Yorker, a critically lauded jazz flute album and an interest in 
the performing arts doesn’t decide to go to Vassar because Reed failed to find a donor to 
pay for a full-time stage-fighting coach in our theater department.”

Because of  their barista salary and the fact that their organic dog biscuit company, 
“Puppies without Pesticides”, has yet to turn a profit, the alumni who failed to find 
any meaning in their lives after Reed cannot donate to the college directly, but they 
are still crucial to the future of  the college because they provide wealthy alumni with 

nostalgia-inducing flashbacks to their Reed experience, and thus 
elicit donations indirectly.  Even though the alumni who wish they’d 
never left Reed were too cool to hang out with the wealthy alumni 
in the years they overlapped at Reed (and there was a lot of  overlap 
because the alumni who wish they’d never left attended Reed for 
an average of  6.5 years), at college reunions they are happy to see 
these wealthy alumni because they know that the wealthy alumni can 
afford nicer weed than they can.  Baked wealthy alumni have been 
known to sign pieces of  paper handed to them by the development 
office without reading them too carefully.  That is how the college 
paid for both Bidwell and Sequoia.

The alumni who wish they’d never left want to know that Reedies are 
still sticking it to the man, partying hard, and using a predominantly 
white male author-based syllabus.  Be sure to impress them by 
referring to that nice CSO who let you into your dorm when you 
were locked out and gave you a ride on their Segway that one time as 

a “fascist capitalist pig”, debating the finer points of  the Nichomachean Ethics, and telling 
epic stories of  hallucinations you had while on drugs so hardcore that the alumni haven’t 
even heard of  them.  For example, “Last Renn Fayre I did like four hits of  Monkeyshines 
3-C1 and tripped so hard during Renn Fayre softball that I thought Paul Groenke was 
Nomar Garciaparra.”

Both sets of  alumni will probably ask you where they can score some drugs.  Please tell 
them.  We know that during the rest of  the year the AOD policy forbids you from doing 
drugs and encourages you to turn drug dealers in, but during centennial weekend the 
policy will be temporarily amended and failure to disclose the name of  your dealer to an 
alum will be treated with the same severity that failure to disclose the name of  your dealer 
to Gary Granger is treated the rest of  the year.  We need these alumni to have a good time 
this weekend if  we are to afford the gold-leafed cherubim decorating the mezzanine our 
new theater so desperately needs.

A CENTENNIAL MESSAGE FROM 
PRESIDENT DIVER

THE PAMPHLETTE!

TOP 5 REASONS TO SHAVE A PATCH 
OF YOUR HEAD

by  JB

SB INFO
-The evil, evil sun has gone away.  We are safe.  For now.

-Due to dorm overcrowding, any students willing to live in the canyon will receive a 
coupon for 50% off  a hot turkey sandwich and a free sleeping bag from the backpack 
coop.

-In order to facilitate the pet parade at this weekend’s centennial celebrations you can 
bring out the pets you have been hiding in your dorm room illegally and not get in 
trouble, but just this one time.

-Do to the overwhelming success of  the eco-takeout containers, Commons is introducing 
new super-eco-takeout containers made entirely out of  hemp and self-righteousness.  
These new containers will cost twelve dollars.

-Beer nation and Reed Shooting Sports Kollective are combining forces for a 1-night 
tribute to that guy found in the Canyon with a BB-gun over the summer, and his ability to 
combine shooting sports and bad judgment in the saddest way possible.

-Missed Connections:
   -you didn’t get a missed connection, stop looking.

If  you’ve been at Reed for longer than an hour, you’ve 
probably thought to yourself, “Hey! What’s up with 
that edgy, original hairstyle everyone is sporting?  Is it a 
representation of  a political standpoint?  Protest against 
conformity?”  No, silly!  It’s a fashion statement!  But in 
attempts to enter the psyche of  these style pioneers, here is 
a list of  the top 5 reasons people probably started shaving 
a patch of  their hair.

   1. Non-Pattern Balding: “I just bald differently than you do.  It goes from side to side, it’s 
probably because I’m 1/32 Cherokee.  Anyway, I’m just trying to embrace my hair’s natural 
tendency.”

   2. Rebellion: “I want to show my parents that I’m an individual, and they can’t tell me what 
to do.  But...maybe not for fall break.  I mean, we’re supposed to go to Hawaii, and that could 
be awkward with them mad the whole time.  Maybe just something little for now, and I can 
flash it every once and a while when they’re starting to ignore me.”

   3. Androgyny in Moderation: “It’s a modern adaptation of  the 80’s Grace Jones and Sinead 
O’Connor look.  But I don’t want to cut ALL of  my hair.  Just enough to show that I’m 
comfortable with myself, regardless of  gender.  Oh, and that all the bathrooms in Portland 
should be unisex.”

   4. Freak Accident: “I was in a cage fight, and this guy just pulls out an electric shaver.  I 
don’t want to brag too much, but he looks way worse than I do.”

   5. Conformity Through Nonconformity: “I really want to make sure everyone knows I go 
to Reed.  Like, I’m not willing to do anything drastic, but I want to show that I’m just crazy 
enough to go here.  Wait, what are you doing with that razor? Stop! Stop!”

WHERE YOUR PARENTS’ MONEY 
WENT THIS MONTH

Alcohol & Drugs

Books & Fancy Pens

Expensive, chic raingear 
that you will often need 
but never, ever use. Ever.

by  HJ


